The performance of a cryogenic system that monitors the extracranial magnetic field simultaneously at 14 positions over the scalp has been evaluated to determine the accuracy with which neuronal activity can be located within the human brain. Initially, measurements were implemented on two model systems, a lucite sphere filled with saline and a model skull. With a magnetic field strength similar to that of a human brain, the measurement and analysis procedures demonstrated a position accuracy better than 3 mm, for a current dipole 3 cm beneath the surface. Subsequently, measurements of the magnetic field pattern appearing 100 ms after the onset of an auditory tone-burst stimulus were obtained in three human subjects. The location of the current dipole representing intracellular ionic current in active neurons of the brain was determined, with 3-mm accuracy, to be within the cortex foring the floor of the Sylvian fissure of the individual subjects, corresponding closely to the Heschl gyrus as determined from magnetic resonance images. With the sensors placed at appropriate positions, the locations of neuronal sources for different tone frequencies could be obtained without moving the recording instrument. Adaptation of activity in human auditory cortex was shown to reveal long-term features with a paradigm that compared response amplitudes for three tones randomly presented.
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Locating neuronal activity within the human brain by measuring the concomitant extracranial magnetic field pattern has been a laborious procedure with single-sensor instruments. Typically, 40 or more positions must be sequentially measured over the scalp, which may take as long as 6 hr to complete. The development of multisensor systems (1) (2) (3) (4) made it possible to improve the efficiency of this process, an advance that is of considerable importance for both clinical and research applications. We have installed, at the New York University Medical Center, a commercially available 14-sensor system (Biomagnetic Technologies, San Diego, CA) representing state-of-the-art performance and have evaluated techniques to locate accurately the three-dimensional position of neuronal activity within the human brain (the 14 -sensor system consists of two model 607 neuromagnetometers).
The effectiveness of these systems has been evaluated through measurements on two types of carefully designed physical models or "phantoms" (a lucite sphere and a plastic skull), both containing a conducting fluid in which an electrical current dipole was placed at a known position. Measurements were made with field strengths at physiological levels (500 ff); this is an important distinction between this and prior studies (5, 6 We chose to study the auditory modality of human subjects because neuromagnetic measurements have revealed interesting spatial organizations of functions not previously observed in humans-e.g., tonotopic map (7, 8) and amplitopic map (9) . There is considerable interest in determining whether these features can be identified with activity in the auditory cortex. Despite numerous electrical (10) and magnetic (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) experiments involving this modality, variations in the cortical anatomy across subjects have not yet been shown to affect these measures. It should be noted that localization of equivalent current dipole sources for interictal epileptiform activity based on neuromagnetic measures has agreed with the positions of large lesions seen in computerized tomography (CT) scans (18) (19) (20) , but even in these cases there was no a priori knowledge that the activity should be associated with the particular area of the lesion.
Obtaining the position of a localized source from a field map across the scalp is conceptually simple if neuronal activity is sufficiently well confined to enable it to be modeled as an equivalent current dipole, representing the net orientation and strength of current. The methods for locating such a source have been summarized (21) . The procedure is particularly simple when the head may be modeled by a conducting volume of special symmetry, such as a sphere where electrical conductivity depends only on the distance from the center. Since the magnetic field loops around the axis of the dipole, there is one region of the head where the field emerges and another where it enters. The source lies below the center of the pattern, and its depth is determined by the ratio of the distance between the two extrema of the radial field component and the radius of the head. The deeper the source, the greater the distance between field extrema. When the spherical model is applied to a human head the sphere is chosen to characterize the curvature of the inner surface of the skull overlying the approximate position of the dipole. The choice of this criterion was motivated by predictions of numerical modeling that only the conducting medium of the brain need be taken into account, for the currents that diffuse through the skull are too weak to affect appreciably the measured field (22) . Moreover, the region of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 85 (1988) 8733 the skull directly over the source appears to provide the greatest effect on the external field pattern (23) .
METHODS AND RESULTS
Magnetic Sensing System. The neuromagnetic measuring system consists of (Fig. 1A) a magnetically shielded room to reduce the effect of ambient field noise and radio frequency signals, two cryogenic dewars holding liquid helium in which the magnetic sensors are suspended, gantries to support the dewars from the ceiling of the shielded room, a probe position indicator (PPI) consisting of a transmitter on each dewar and set of three receivers placed on a band about the subject's head to determine the position and orientation of the sensors with respect to the head, and a bed or chair for the subject. Each dewar contains a set of seven sensors whose detection coils (Fig. 1B) are oriented so they point to the approximate center of the subject's head. The bottom of each outer coil is mounted 2 cm from the axis of the center coil. Each detection coil has the geometry of a second-order gradiometer (three coaxial coils connected in series, the center coil having twice as many turns as the bottom and top coils, and wound in the opposite sense) to further reduce the effect of residual magnetic noise within the shielded room. The diameter of the detection coil is 1.5 cm, and the baselength between adjacent coils is 3.7 cm. The detection coil is coupled to a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) located higher in the dewar and the SQUID's response to a field is monitored by a set of room temperature electronics whose voltage output is proportional to the net magnetic flux threading the detection coil. The system, therefore, responds to signals within the bandwidth from dc to several kilohertz. A complement of amplifiers and bandpass filters process the signals from the set of 14 SQUIDs before recording on a computer. An additional four SQUIDs and detection coils are included in each dewar to further reduce field noise by adaptive filtering procedures, but they were not needed for the studies reported here.
Head-Based Coordinate System. All measurements were referred to a three-dimensional coordinate system based on the subject's periauricular points and nasion. The axes of this system are defined by touching these positions in turn with a stylus connected to the PPI. The origin of the head-based system is defined as the midpoint between the periauricular points. The x axis is defined as the line from the origin that passes through the nasion. The z axis is defined as the line passing upward from the origin in a direction that is perpendicular to the plane defined by the x axis and the line joining the periauricular points. Finally, the y axis is defined as the line passing out of the left side of the head from the origin, lying perpendicular to the x and z axes. All sensor measurement positions about the head are specified in this head-based system by the PPI.
Model Sphere. The first evaluation of this system was carried out through measurements of the field pattern from a current dipole placed within a spherical conductor (Fig. 2A) . A Lucite sphere with an inner radius of 10.5 cm and a thickness of 2 mm was filled by a saline solution, and a hole through the bottom permitted an insulating rod to be inserted and held at various positions inside. Attached to the rod was a tightly twisted pair of insulated fine wires whose end segments formed the top of a "T" at the end of the rod, with tips exposed to permit current to flow into the solution. This provided a current dipole 5 mm long. The current (58 nA * m) was sufficient to produce a peak field at the sphere's surface of about 500 ff. A Velcro band attached three PPI receivers to the sphere at widely separated noncolinear positions. The PPI stylus was touched to positions marked on the sphere representing the periauricular points and nasion, and these were recorded automatically to establish a head-based coordinate system. The two dewars were oriented at about 30°and 450 from the vertical so their sensors could monitor fields on opposite sides of the dipole. A sinusoidal current (10 Hz) was passed through the current dipole, and the corresponding magnetic field was averaged for 1000 periods. The bandwidth of recording was 1-50 Hz. After each measurement, the sphere was turned about a vertical axis so measurements could be made at another pair of positions. The PPI automatically computed the new positions of each sensor in head-based coordinates.
To obtain a qualitative appreciation of the field pattern, an isofield contour map was produced, with minimal smoothing defining the contours (Fig. 2B) . The classic field pattern of a current dipole was obtained with a region of outward directed field and another of inward directed field on opposite sides of the dipole. Some irregularity in the contours came from the fact that not all of the sensors are oriented radially for each position. While this affected the smoothness of the contours, it did not affect the accuracy of the program that determines the location, orientation, and moment of the current dipole; since the program takes into account the actual orientation of the sensor with respect to the surface of the sphere.
This procedure was repeated 32 times over a 1-month period to determine the reproducibility of the method. The corresponding deduced positions of the dipole are compared in Fig. 2C with the actual position obtained from x-rays of the setup. All of the positions lie within 3 mm of the actual source position.
Model Skull. To confirm the above measurements by using a non-radially symmetric model, a similar procedure evaluated the accuracy of locating a current dipole within a model skull. The model consisted of a plastic skull whose eye sockets and lower edge were sealed to contain a saline solution. A current dipole was inserted upward from the base, to lie approximately 3 cm beneath the skull in the left posterior frontal area. The shape of the outer surface of the skull over a circular area with a radius of approximately 5 cm centered over the dipole was digitized with the PPI stylus. The position was determined by computer for the center of the best-fitting sphere to model the cranium. Magnetic measurement procedures were similar to those for the sphere just described, except that the individual dewars were moved from one place to another to record field values. Approximately 63 sensor positions were recorded in a session. This was repeated 22 times over a period of several days. A representative isofield contour map is shown in Fig. 2E in relationship to the skull. The accuracy in determining the location of the dipole was virtually the same (Fig. 2F) The entire recording procedure took 60 min to obtain measurements at 64 sensor positions over the scalp. In addition, MRI recordings were obtained. The coordinates of positions on the MRI slices were indexed to the head-based coordinate system by attaching markers to the skin when the images were recorded. Fig. 3 shows representative isofield contours for one subject, displaying 'the two areas of strongest field. The mid-point of the pattern lies above the ear canal, which is expected for a source lying in auditory cortex. The dots in the MRI scans depict the deduced position ofthe neuronal source with respect to the three principal cross sections of the head, for slices that pass near the computed location. To within our uncertainty of 3 mm, the source lies within the cortical layer forming a portion of the floor of the Sylvian fissure. Fig. 4 Fixed Position Measurements. The application of neuromagnetic techniques to clinical diagnoses of neuronal disorders will depend very much on how quickly measurements can be carried out. To assess the ability of the present system to quickly characterize features of the tonotopic representation in human, where tones of higher frequency evoke activity deeper within the head, measurements were obtained with the dewars at fixed locations as close to the field extrema as possible. Tone bursts of 400 ms duration having frequencies of 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, and 1.50 kHz were presented to the right ear in random order. It was possible to fit the 14 recorded average amplitudes of the N100 magnetic component on the left hemisphere by a field pattern produced by a current dipole. The resulting uncertainty in lateral position was 4 mm and the uncertainty in depth was 3 mm. On 11 days the tonotopic sequence was determined over a single octave in frequency for one subject. These results are illustrated in Fig. 5 . Excellent agreement is obtained with the tonotopic trends reported earlier (7) (8) (9) also consistent with theoretical analyses for such a "fixed position" measurement (24, 25) . The measurement time for locating a single source was about 20 min, although the setup time for the subject, including characterizing the scalp surface, was about 20 min.
Adaptation. In carrying out serial measurements on a subject it is essential to minimize adaptation within and across averages. Adaptation effects have long been known in studies of the auditory event-related potential. We employed a paradigm to investigate the phenomenon for both its intrinsic and methodological importance. A total of 700 tones of 1.0, 1.05, or 1.1 kHz were presented in random order, with the interstimulus interval varying randomly between 1.0 and 3.4 s. Separate averages for three subjects were obtained for the N100 amplitude of the first 350 responses and the last 350 responses, when the tone was preceded by the same tone and when preceded by a different tone. Fig. 6 illustrates the difference for the amplitude trends. Cortical neural activity decreases when a tone is preceded by an identical tone but less so when preceded by a different tone, provided there is a sufficient number of prior presentations of the same tone, not necessarily consecutive. Consequently there are shortterm as well as long-term features in the response. There was no change in source location or orientation for adapted activity when compared with responses not preceded with the same tone stimulus. Thus each respective area of cortex responding to the particular tones shows this adaptation effect.
DISCUSSION
The preceding results indicate that neuronal activity can be located with high accuracy within the human brain for field strengths at physiological levels, when the geometry of the cranium can be approximated by a spherical model. Accuracy in source location for both the sphere and skull models was consistently better than 3 mm for a current dipole source about 3 cm beneath the surface. Comparable precision, though perhaps not accuracy, may be expected in cases where the spherical model is less representative, as for fronto-temporal areas. In these instances, accuracy can be improved by interpreting the measurements through use of numerical models for the individual's cranium (22, 23) .
Comparisons with MRIs of the individual subjects established that the neuronal activity giving rise to the 100-ms components of the auditory-evoked response for a tone burst lies in the floor of the Sylvian fissure, and the orientation of the current dipole is within 10°of being perpendicular to the surface of the cortex. This orientation is consistent with the neuronal currents giving rise to the field being the intracel- 
